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ABSTRACT

A Curriculum for General Academic Preparation

Teresa Martin
Department of Linguistics and English Language
Master of Arts

The curriculum at the English Language Center (ELC) at Brigham Young University (BYU)
currently has two programs: Foundations and Academic. In order for students to progress from
Foundations to the Academic Program, they must pass their Level Achievement Tests (LATs),
which are administered as final exams. Each semester there are students who do not pass their
LATs. The question then is what should happen to these students? Should they be asked to leave
the ELC, should they have to repeat the same level until they pass, or should they be promoted
without passing their LATs?
This project presents an alternative solution to this situation through a curriculum specifically
designed for these students. Outlined in this document are the analysis, design, development,
and results of implementing that curriculum.
The main elements of the course consist of 3 main classes: Reading, Listening/Speaking,
Writing/Grammar, and an individualized Language Learning Plan (LLP) that allows the
curriculum to be tailored to meet the individual student needs. These LLPs are an integral part of
the curriculum and both the problems and benefits associated with them are set out in this paper.
The course is woven together using a themed textbook series, which recycles vocabulary and
helps to ensure that the students experience an integrated system despite having 3 separate
classes.
Budgeting is always a consideration for any school, and methods to increase the cost
effectiveness of the curriculum are also discussed at various points of the document.
Finally, the outcomes and value of the program to the different stakeholders and lessons learned
are outlined in order to provide a summary of the overall usefulness and effectiveness of the
General Academic Prep (GAP) curriculum.
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Context
Beginning Winter Semester 2010, the English Language Center (ELC) at
Brigham Young University (BYU) changed its curriculum considerably. The previous 5level system was changed to a new dual focus system. This new system has two
programs: a 3-level Foundations Program focusing on general English for lower level
students, and a 3-level Academic Program with a specific focus on preparation for study
at a college or university where English is the medium of instruction. When the new
curriculum was developed, it was decided that in order to pass from the Foundations
Program to the Academic Program students would be required to pass the Level
Achievement Tests (LATs) at the end of the Foundations Program (Foundations C). This
new entry requirement posed an interesting dilemma for the ELC. What would happen to
students who did not pass their LATs? Would they repeat their previous level, would they
be asked to leave the school, or could another course be provided to assist them? As the
ELC is a lab school, the situation provided an effective opportunity for practical learning.
Additionally, from a practical perspective it does not make good business sense to turn
away clients if there is a possibility of giving them a product that will suit them;
therefore, it was decided that a curriculum be developed that would attempt to cater to
their specific needs and give them “a second chance” at passing the test. I was offered
the opportunity to develop the curriculum for this course as the main project required for
my MA degree.
In developing the curriculum for this course, I used the framework of the current
ELC curriculum philosophy, which is founded on three interrelated principles: stability,
cohesiveness, and responsiveness. The curriculum philosophy states:
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Though all effective curricula must embrace some innovation, a stable curriculum
implements change in a way that is orderly, systematic, and principled. For a
curriculum to change in this manner and to remain viable, it must also be
responsive to such factors as student needs, institutional and environmental
changes, and current research. Without responsiveness, a stable curriculum soon
stagnates. Finally, a sound curriculum is cohesive in that there is internal
consistency and continuity between and across the various elements of the
curriculum. (Brigham Young University English Language Center, 2008, p. 2)
This philosophy was combined with curriculum design principles as outlined in Nation
and Macalister’s (2010) Language Curriculum Design. The outline recommends
analyzing 3 main areas: Environment, Principles, and Needs. These elements, along with
the ELC philosophy, have been the foundational principles on which the Academic Prep
curriculum has been developed. This document is presented in stages that relate to the
Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, Evaluation (ADDIE) model, which is
frequently used in curriculum development.
Analysis of Needs – Fall 2009
My initial analysis was performed using approximately 20 colleagues who were
teaching classes in either Foundations level C or Academic level A. This analysis was
performed at a large group meeting and companion teachers (teaching different skills to
the same students) met together briefly to discuss their students. These colleagues were
asked to jointly identify students who were functioning poorly in their classes and who
might be candidates for the future General Academic Prep (GAP) class. The most salient
finding of this discussion was that students who were skilled in one area could easily be
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poor in another. It was sometimes impossible for the teachers to agree which students
were the lower students because of these skill area differences. We surmised, therefore,
that the population of the GAP class would likely consist of students who had varying
levels of ability in different skill areas, and possibly a few students who were poor across
the board, which did in fact prove to be the case.
The second part of the analysis involved meeting with the Technology and
Testing Coordinator for the ELC. In this meeting the coordinator explained how the
LATs are conducted and rated. The students’ individual skill area results are weighted
and scored, which then results in a pass or fail in a particular skill level. At the ELC, the
productive skills—speaking and writing, which are usually lower than receptive skills—
listening and reading, are weighted higher in order to assure that students who progress
on to the Academic Program are able to function productively at that level. This situation
suggested that the GAP students would likely require most help with their productive
skills.
Design – Fall 2009
Three general assumptions oversaw the design process for this project. These
three assumptions resulted from the analysis of the situation. Assumption one was that
the GAP Program would have students whose skill levels varied greatly and thus the
program needed to be as flexible as possible to cater to the variety of skill levels.
Assumption two was that most students in the program, at least initially, would not want
to be there because of the perceived failure associated with failing their LATs, so
whatever was developed must address the issue of motivation. Assumption three was
that the focus of the course needed to be on productive skills.
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The design approach I chose to take to try and address these issues was to give the
students as much flexibility and personal responsibility as possible. The key element to
achieving this was the incorporation of individual Language Learning Plans (LLPs) into
the course. With these LLPs, I hoped to empower the students with the ability to address
their own weaknesses in a scaffolded environment at the ELC. These LLPs were also
part of the approach to dealing with student dissatisfaction as students could see that their
course would be much more personalized than other courses at the ELC, and that the
process of developing their own LLP would help them take more responsibility for their
own learning.
In order to address the focus on production, I designed the listening and speaking
course to have presentations every week and the writing course to incorporate multipledraft paragraphs in a number of different genres. The students also have vocabulary
words that are associated with the themes of the unit, which they are tested on each week.
The focus with these vocabulary words is productive use as the students are encouraged
not only to learn the words, but also to use them in their presentations and writing.
Development – Fall 2009
In attempting to develop the structure of the course, I relied on many sources.
Interviews with Dr. Norman Evans, a member of the Executive Council and the
Associate Coordinator for Curriculum at the ELC, and also the chair of the committee for
my MA project were very helpful in generating ideas, and finding resources. Concepts
and ideas related to the structure and outline for the course were taken from a colleague’s
work on a Foundations prep class for the ELC, which she was piloting when I began
development. Other interviews were conducted with members of the Executive Council
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and the Technology and Testing coordinator and resulted in some interesting ideas and
resources for the structure of the course.
Another issue for consideration during development was budget. Any class at the
ELC must have 13-15 students to be economically viable in a monetary sense. It was not
clear initially how many students we could expect would qualify for this program.
Therefore, one of the considerations for this course was methods of reducing costs. In
interviews with the colleague who developed the Foundations Prep Program we
discussed the idea of using interns to defray costs for the ELC, and provide opportunities
for students at BYU to do their internships at the ELC under the supervision of an
experienced teacher. The Linguistics and English Language Department at BYU runs an
internship-style class for graduate students–linguistics 612–every winter semester. These
students are usually more experienced as teachers and in life and are better able to handle
the requirements of students in the GAP Program than undergraduate interns. On the
surface this appeared to be a good choice for the GAP Program, and I chose the
Listening/Speaking class as the one to be covered by interns as the format of
presentations every Thursday seemed to lend itself to a less demanding schedule than the
reading class.
Goals and Objectives were written following the pattern of the Foundations and
Academic Program Goals and Objectives document, but adapted to the needs and
requirements of the GAP Program. The main emphasis of the goals and objectives for
the GAP Program was to help Students develop all necessary skills to transition to the
Academic A course and develop a more autonomous approach to language learning by
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negotiating a language learning plan with their head instructor (See Appendix A for full
text of Goals and Objectives for the GAP Program).
Description of Classes
The course as it was developed is comprised of 3 skill classes:
Listening/Speaking, Reading, and Writing/Grammar. The students also have a lab hour
each school day in which they initially develop and then work on their LLP. The entire
course is unified using a themed textbook–NorthStar 2 (2009).
The Listening/Speaking class
The Listening/Speaking course was designed, as previously mentioned, with a
heavy focus on production. In development it was decided that this course would have
weekly presentations which would often take the format of a round robin type event
where students would present multiple times to different classmates. The idea being that
this would allow students to have sustained focused practice of a similar structure and/or
vocabulary in an interesting and functional way.
The class was initially designed to be run by two interns, who would work
together to create and present the material to the students based on the goals and
objectives criteria and the course book that was chosen (See Appendix A for the course
criteria).
During implementation, the intern/teachers developed video journals, where the
students had to record their answers to pre-assigned questions using a video recording
program available at the ELC computer lab. These journals have pushed the students to
produce much more planned speech than many have done before. They also help the
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students incredibly with their LATs as the students speaking tests are done in this
manner, so the video journals are constant practice for them.
The class also incorporated two community English projects. These projects
require the students to enter the community and participate in some way. Some of the
projects that past students have performed are: service projects with different community
groups, and attending local theater or community event and interviewing a participant in
the event. These community projects have helped the students to use English outside of
the classroom setting. This has helped to increase their confidence and desire to
participate in English in the community.
The Reading class
In attempt to address the flexibility issue, the reading class was designed to focus
on teaching strategies that students could implement with any level of text. The students
would be required to read intensively and extensively. The intensive study in class
would, of necessity, focus at a lower intermediate level; however, the extensive reading
that the students are required to do on their own could be at the level of their ability. The
students could then apply the new strategies they are learning with their extensive texts,
which would be more suited to their needs.
The class also requires weekly reading rate checks, which are designed to
encourage the students to increase their reading speed, which is also a requirement of the
Academic Program at the ELC.
The students also use an English learner newspaper – News for You, which is
academic in nature and has online activities that encourage the students to read for
meaning and use the strategies they are learning (See Appendix A for the course criteria).
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The Writing/Grammar class
The inclusion of a lab hour for the students to focus on their individual
weaknesses required a change in the usual 4-class schedule used at the ELC. Rather than
having the traditional writing and grammar classes, it was decided that the students would
have a combined writing/grammar class for 1.5 hours to allow for an hour in the lab
every day. This writing/grammar class was designed to focus on paragraph structure and
include a heavy focus on production and accuracy through multiple draft paragraphs that
the students write. The emphasis on paragraphs rather than longer pieces was chosen for
many reasons. One, once mastery of paragraph structure has been achieved, the essay
structure tends to be relatively simple as paragraphs are the building blocks of a well
crafted paragraphs essay. Two, the students in the GAP Program are required to focus on
accurate writing through a correction process which requires them to correct their errors
(as identified by the teacher with symbols), log their mistakes, and make a list of their
errors with the corrections underneath. The process is much more effective with
paragraph length writing as longer written pieces are very time consuming and the
students need repeated and focused attention on their errors to improve (Evans,
Hartshorn, McCollum, and Wolfersberger, in press; Hartshorn et al. 2010). Three,
students at this level still often have many problems with sentence structure issues, and
these are best dealt with at a sentence or paragraph level as regular, repeated practice is
necessary for improvement.
The writing/grammar class was designed to be taught by an experienced teacher
as it requires the most experience to balance both skills together. The grammar taught in
this class is often a result of the mistakes that the students make in their paragraph
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writing. The variable nature of teaching to the students’ mistakes requires a great degree
of flexibility on the part of the teacher, so it was decided that this class would be the one
to be covered by the lead teacher.
In order to prepare the students for the Academic Program and their LATs at the
end of the semester, they write approximately six to seven 30 minute essays over the
course of the semester. This allows them to practice the skills they are learning in class
in a larger context, and gives them practice for their end of semester tests. Another task
that the students are required to do on their written LAT is short a picture description.
Students do this activity in class on the off weeks of their 30-minute essay writing.
The LLP Class
The LLP class was designed to be conducted in the ELC lab mainly so that the
students would have access to resources that would be effective for them when working
on their own LLP. The lead teacher is in charge of helping the students develop their
LLPs. This is best done during the first two weeks and involves the lead teacher taking
extra time during the lab hour to interview and help students. Because the LLP is integral
to the effectiveness of the course, it may be necessary for the lead teacher to use some
time in the writing/grammar class during the first two weeks to help the students
understand the concept and aid in the development of the students’ initial plans. Whilst
the overall responsibility for this hour rests with the lead teacher, it has been designed so
that interns can help implement the course, act as tutors, and monitor and assist the
students as they work on their LLPs. As mentioned before, this functions as an effective
internship and reduces budgetary costs for the program.
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Since vocabulary acquisition is considered a great need for students in the
Foundations level, and the GAP students would likely not have extensive vocabularies, I
decided to incorporate a vocabulary requirement into the GAP course. The Academic
Program at the ELC currently has a vocabulary program in which they teach the
Academic Word List (AWL) to their students and recycle it on a rotating schedule. In
preparing the GAP students for Academic Program, I decided to incorporate more
academic vocabulary into the GAP Program. One of the most effective methods of
teaching and recycling vocabulary is through thematic cohesiveness (Gardner, 2008).
Thus the method that I chose to incorporate vocabulary into the course was through an
integrated course book (NorthStar series, 2009) that would use similar Academic
themes—and hence vocabulary—for all the classes in the program. In addition, the
interns in the L/S class developed a wonderful online collaborative worksheet, which
requires the students to find definitions, part of speech, examples and collocates for each
word in their wordlist. This resource has been incorporated into the entire course in the
second semester.
Choosing Materials
I searched the ELC’s Resource Library and received catalogs and samples from
many companies before choosing the NorthStar series published by Pearson Education,
Inc (2009). The main reasons for this choice follow. The NorthStar series is a fully
integrated 5-level series that incorporates themed units and relatively academic
vocabulary. It is comprised of two books per level that cover reading and writing, and
listening and speaking respectively. For each level, the companion units for the two
books have related themes and similar vocabulary; however, they are not exactly the
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same and thus avoid the possibility of boredom with repetition of the same topic. The
listening speaking book has a section for each unit that has presentation activities, which
I deemed would be appropriate for the presentations included in the L/S class. The series
also has a companion website that is accessible to students who buy the textbook and
provides extra practice for all skills included in the textbooks on the same topic providing
more exposure to targeted vocabulary. The NorthStar lab has the ability to give
automatic feedback on many sections of the students work and an online homework
scheduling tool for teachers. It also has a pronunciation feature that the students can use
to practice this skill. This online resource was an added draw card for choosing
NorthStar as it would allow students to do activities related to their coursework during
their lab hour.
Deciding which level to choose for the class was difficult. The potential range in
skill level was problematic. I had to decide what would suit most of the students in the
course. This was done in consultation with members of the Executive Council and with
the help of a colleague who piloted readings from book 2 and book 3 with her
Foundations C class. It was finally decided that NorthStar book 2 would best suit the
students in the GAP Program.
The reading class, in addition to the textbook, uses the newspaper “News for
You,” which has current topics, academic vocabulary, and is written especially for
English learners. It also has an online section with activities for students and teacher
worksheets. The booklist for intensive and extensive reading has been left to the teacher
to decide; however, the current goals and objectives outline the ratio of expository and
narrative text and word count.
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Materials for the Lab Class
It was anticipated that the students would be able to use the NorthStar online lab
for their lab class. This site actually proved to be more difficult for our students to access
than previously assumed. During the course of the pilot, none of our students were able
to access and work through the online lab, so for the second semester we dropped that
element of the course until such time as we can work with the company to make the
resource effective for our students.
Other materials for the lab hour have been collected from resources which
currently exist at the ELC in the self access student center (SASC) and the teachers’
resource room. The students in the GAP Program have access to the books and games in
a special cupboard in the SASC. In addition a list (divided by skill area) of useful online
resources was also compiled by the lead teacher and first lab tutor and is available on the
computers in the lab.
Implementation – Winter 2010
We piloted the GAP course in Winter 2010. This was the second semester of the
general curriculum change at the ELC, so there were students who had completed the
new Foundations C course and had not passed their LATs. In the pilot study we initially
had 13 students: 3 males and 10 females. After the first week we had one more female
student added to the class. This student had been on vacation the previous semester and
was placed in Foundation C on returning, but advanced by her teachers after initial
diagnostic testing in the first week of classes. The breakdown of language backgrounds
in the class was: 1 Nepali, 1 Ukrainian, 1 Portuguese, 3 Korean, 4 Japanese, 4 Spanish.
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The students varied greatest in the level of their ability in the reading class. They
ranged from failing the Foundations C reading LAT to passing it with honors. In the
listening and speaking class, most students had failed the speaking section and passed the
listening, which was probably because of the weighted testing situation. The
writing/grammar class had 13 students who failed their writing LATs, but 5 who passed
the discrete point grammar section of the LAT, one with high honors. There was still a
marked difference in the quality of the writing, even among students who had all failed
their writing LAT. On the whole there were 4 students who were low in most areas; two
failed the Foundations C LAT in every skill area but listening. (See Appendix B for a
complete breakdown of the students’ LAT results).
The author served as lead teacher who taught the writing/grammar class and
guided the LLP development. She had an intern who helped with teaching classes,
grading student papers, and monitoring in the classroom. The reading teacher was a very
experienced teacher. The interns in the Listening/Speaking class were graduate students
who were in the Linguistics 612 class being run through the BYU Linguistics and English
Language Department. Both interns had previous language teaching experience, and one
had also worked in the ELC computer lab for over 3 years previous to interning in this
class. The LLP hour was initially to be covered by an intern(s) from the undergraduate
program at BYU; however, the time didn’t suit the interns who had applied for that
semester, and so a tutor from the ELC’s tutoring program covered that hour. The tutor
was an experienced teacher who has also spent many hours tutoring students one on one.
Meetings were usually held on a weekly basis between the lead teacher and the
interns running the listening/speaking class. These meetings proved to be very beneficial
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in terms of coordinating our efforts and especially in generating ideas for how to best
function as a team and how to most effectively help the students individually. In these
meetings it was possible to discuss individual students and their progression (or lack of)
and any problems that they were having. Some of the ideas generated in these meetings
included how to better address vocabulary in the course, how to better facilitate initial
development of the LLP with the students, and feedback and suggestions regarding
materials that were used. These meetings proved so useful that were continued into the
subsequent semester (Summer 2010) and were expanded to include the reading teacher.
Lessons Learned in Implementation
As is common in most fields, implementation of a project provides many
unexpected challenges that allow for learning and adaptation. Our program was no
different, and the following are some of the lessons that we learned through the
challenges and process of implementation.
Reading class
The main lesson learned in implementation of the reading class was that the
objectives were not clear enough to enable an effective course to be developed. There
were no standards for reading rate or pages for extensive reading. The reading teacher
had to do his own research in order to set reading rate goals and extensive reading goals.
This oversight was amended and following semester functioned in a much more efficient
way based on what we learned during the pilot semester (see Appendix A for specific
rates, goals and objectives).
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Listening/Speaking class
The interns who taught this class were very experienced in comparison to most
interns and had some exceptional skills to bring to the situation. They worked very hard
to fulfill the objectives of the course, and spent countless hours in preparation of
materials and especially grading. Whilst the objectives and goals for the course were
more well-defined than the reading class, the development of the syllabus and practical
application for implementation still had to be done from scratch. The requirements of the
Linguistics 612 class (an internship style class) are far below what these two dedicated
intern-teachers completed, and it was decided at the end of Winter 2010 semester that the
GAP Listening/Speaking class is probably not suitable as an internship experience
currently. The two interns expressed appreciation for the opportunity and learned a lot
through the course, but felt they were not given the same opportunities for observing and
being observed as their classmates in the usual 612 internship. They also felt that as a
class requirement, the workload was far too heavy and was only manageable because of
their unique circumstances and experience. (For their complete exit survey write up see
Appendix C).
Writing/Grammar class
The writing/grammar class was taught by the author, and thus was adapted in
minor ways during the course of the pilot semester and again in transition to the current
semester. I made the decision to refrain from scoring student paragraphs in the pilot
semester. The reasoning behind this was that I didn’t want the students to feel more
pressured than they already did about writing. I knew that most of my students had failed
their writing, and I didn’t want to begin the semester by giving them many paragraphs to
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write and lots of low scores. However, I discovered that the students wanted and needed
the feedback of a score to motivate them, and also to give them a reasonable sense of
their proficiency level in the writing/grammar class. During the subsequent semester the
students received scores for most of their paragraphs. They produced multiple
paragraphs during the semester, and with at least one of these paragraphs per week were
required to edit and/or revise until it was completely correct.
During both semesters that the GAP Program was implemented, the students were
required to keep an error list taken from their paragraphs, but the second semester they
used this list more often in class as a reference tool when grammar points were taught. In
addition, as the number of paragraphs that the students had to write increased, the length
of the error list also increased. This resulted in the students being able to see the patterns
of their errors more clearly, so the list was more useful.
LLP class
The greatest learning curve with this curriculum came in the LLP part of the
program. This type of plan had not been implemented at the ELC, and the author had
little experience in this area. Most of the initial development ideas came from two
sources: Don Snows (2006) book More than a Native Speaker, which has a wonderful
section about developing individualized projects for students, and an article about
distance language learning programs by Andrade and Bunker (2009); A model for selfregulated distance language learning. These two texts served as the theoretical
background for what I attempted to do with the GAP students. Each student completed
two initial questionnaires that aimed to increase student self awareness. The LLPs
require specific English improvement goals to be set, and to be most effective, those
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goals need to focus on the students’ weak areas. The questionnaires were designed to
cause the students to contemplate their overall goals in regard to learning English, and
also what areas of weakness were preventing them from achieving their goals (See
Appendix D for the two questionnaires used in the GAP Program). Once students had
completed these questionnaires, they were asked to generate ideas about how they could
improve in their weak areas and develop a plan for working on those areas.
Following are some lessons learned during implementation.
1. Because of the individualized nature of an LLP, they tend to be “messy.” There are
methods to control the mess, but it is probably not possible to eliminate it, and
teachers should be aware of and plan for that. An LLP probably would not work as
well in a class where students expect the teacher to be “in control” all of the time, as
it can seem very chaotic when students are working on many different things at the
same time.
2. LLPs are time consuming to initiate (and sometimes monitor), but the time spent
creating the LLP is vital to its success. The students who performed best created
good initial plans, and had effective methods of monitoring what they are doing.
3. Some students struggle with taking the responsibility for their own learning. (Some
of the Winter 2010 students couldn’t/didn’t make themselves follow their plan during
lab hour, and others work much slower than they would with supervision – self
motivation is hard for most people in general).There has to be a balance between
holding the students accountable and taking the responsibility from the students. I
don’t have a clear answer to address this problem, but perhaps Steven Covey’s (1997)
approach to handing over responsibility is a possible solution. Covey takes time to
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train, hands over the responsibility and then follows up with stewardship interviews.
The GAP Program has attendance, interviews with the teacher, and required written
plans to try and account for the students’ lab hour. Even with all these things, some
students from Winter 2010 semester did not perform well with their LLP. In Winter
2010 there was no method of “grading” the students daily efforts to follow their plan.
A more effective daily log system was a new inclusion in the Summer 2010 semester.
This system requires students to demonstrate what they are working on in order to
have their daily log signed by their teacher.
4. This is a new concept for most students, and good models of what an LLP could look
like are very helpful. Because it is so new and unfamiliar, development (at least the
first time) is often slow and awkward as students try to figure out how their LLP
should function.
5. Motivation plays a key role in the success or failure of an LLP. It needs to be dealt
with in the development stage, but also many times during the course of the project.
Methods to address motivation issues need to be part of the LLP, and reviewed as part
of regular interviews. Students need to be made aware of the challenges with this
type of study and plan how they will deal with their own lack of motivation when it
happens. (i.e. How will they make the project fun? How will they report to make sure
they are on track etc?)
6. A Metacognitive journal is an important part of the process as it helps students
become aware of what works for them and what is not as effective. This
Metacognitive knowledge helps them become more autonomous as learners. Some
students struggle with writing this journal because they perceive that the topic is the
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same every week. One new development that is being implemented during Summer
2010 is reminding the students of what strategies have been taught during the week,
and any different experiences they might have had or activities they might have done
with their classes.
7. LLP’s are highly motivating when students “catch the vision” of what they can do.
Some Winter 2010 GAP students worked very well in their lab hour and considered it
very valuable time.
8. LLP’s enable much greater individualization for students.
9. LLP’s have the ability to create better attitudes within the students because they come
to see that ultimately they are responsible for their own learning.
10. LLP’s create autonomous learners who are much better able to assess and plan their
own learning once out of the classroom.
11. Time to “work” the plan is important. The lab hour in the GAP Program gives the
students a set time to work on their plan. If students had to work this plan outside of
a class, it would be more difficult to maintain and need more follow up to make sure
it was working. In this circumstance, a specific time to implement the plan would be
vital to its success.
12. A place to “work” the plan and resources like computers are also very important for
success. The GAP students have access to the ELC lab for approximately 1 hour each
day. Whilst some do activities like speaking groups that do not use the computer or
internet, many students use the computers every day to facilitate their learning.
13. LLPs may be more difficult to implement in a 4-skill (4-teacher) program because
one overall LLP is better than 4 different plans. The LLP works for the GAP
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Program because there is one lead teacher and one (or more) intern(s) who work
together, with the lead teacher responsible for guiding and implementing the LLP.
The reading and listening/speaking teachers can offer suggestions to the students
during development, but they are not “required” to do anything. In this way, there are
not ‘too many cooks’. However, once a plan is prepared and written out, it could
work well with a log for any of the teachers to monitor, but I feel there should be one
teacher who is responsible for the LLP or it will “get lost” amongst all the other
things that teachers need to do.
Evaluation of Outcomes
The results of this project must be assessed in regards to the different stakeholders
or participants. Thus, the results have been divided into outcomes—both general and
specific—for the students, as well as specific outcomes for the other participants or
stakeholders involved in the project.
General Outcomes for Academic Prep Students
1. In general, students in the Academic Prep Course of Study have the advantage of a
curriculum that can be tailored specifically for them and their weaknesses. An
informal survey was administered at the end of the pilot semester to check student
perceptions and attitudes about the course and while many of these students were
initially disappointed at being in the GAP Program, most have expressed satisfaction
with the system and its ability to focus specifically on their needs—especially their
weak points, teach them skills, and give them more autonomy in their learning (See
Appendix G for questions used in survey).
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2. Depending on the number of interns involved each semester, there can be almost
unlimited opportunities for the GAP students to receive tutoring during the lab hour.
3. They have the opportunity to work specifically on individual areas of weakness and
thereby gain the skills they need to qualify for Academic A. Nor are they restricted
to progressing just to Academic A; one student in the Academic Prep Program in
Winter 2010 scored well enough to be put into Academic B.
Outcomes for Individual Students – Winter Semester 2010
There were 14 students in the GAP Program in the first semester. One student
was dismissed at midterms for attendance and other citizenship issues. Of the 13
remaining students 2 more were dismissed for citizenship issues at the end of the
semester, and 1 for lack of improvement. This particular student came into the program
having failed all skill area tests, and we were aware at the outset that it would be very
difficult for her to improve enough over the course of one semester to pass in all skill
areas. She did improve one level in her writing, and half a level in her reading, but this
was not sufficient to pass her LATs, and she was asked to find another school that better
suited her needs.
Of the 13 students who took their final LATs 8 qualified to move on to the Academic
Program based on their test results. The grading scale of the ELC LATs goes from 0-8.
The ELC rating system requires students who are to move forward to the Academic
Program to receive a score of 4.0 or higher in all skill areas. However, the ELC double
rates the students speaking samples and essays, and it was decided that any student who
had split results (i.e. 3 from one rater and 4 from the other resulting in 3.5 cumulative
score) on their ratings would be scored at the higher rating and moved up, so the final
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results reflect this decision. The scores roughly correspond to the level that the students
are in at the ELC. Thus Foundations C, which is considered the third level at the ELC,
takes students who are rated as a level 3 in their skills tests. Likewise Academic A—the
next level up—takes students who are rated as a level 4. Table 1 shows the LAT results
for the students in their receptive skill areas at placement and at the final based on these
level scores, and Table 2 shows results for the productive skills both at placement and
final.
Table 1
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* 1 student was on vacation the previous semester, and the results were not included
failing = score of 3.0 or lower
passing = score of 3.5 or higher
high pass = 4.5 or higher

Table 2
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NB 1 student was on vacation the previous semester, and the results for this student were not included
failing = score of 3.0 or lower
passing = score of 3.5 or higher
high pass = 4.5 or higher

While the data above does reflect the overall picture accurately, Table 2 shows an
anomaly: the lack of any scores in the high pass category. This is an effect that resulted
from the LAT exam that the students took. The top score for the Foundations Program
LATs for speaking and writing is a 4. When students achieve this score they are
promoted to the Academic Program. The GAP students take the Foundations Program
LATs, and because of this ceiling, none of the students could receive a score higher than
4 in their productive skill LATs, though in some cases it would probably have been
given; one student was advanced two levels into Academic B when her case was
reviewed based on very good results in all the skill areas.
It should also be recognized that individual students performed extremely well in
specific areas. This is perhaps due to the overall focus on production in the course or
could also be due to the extra practice students undertook in their individual weak areas.
For example, in writing, 3 students progressed the equivalent of 1.5 to 2 full levels (i.e.
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from a 2.0/2.5 to a 4.0), and in speaking 1 student progressed the equivalent of 1.5 levels.
The data suggest that the course was at least moderately effective for the majority of the
students. Only 1 student was dismissed for lack of sufficient progress, suggesting that the
course increased students’ skill levels in most cases. (See Appendix C for complete table
of student results)
In addition to the improvement in skills, students in the program were generally
happy with their progress and the course as designed. Students who participated well in
the LLP part of the program were particularly pleased with their new ability to develop a
program for themselves and continue studying on their own.
Outcomes for the English Language Center
There are some benefits that the GAP course provides to the ELC in general.
1. It allows the ELC to retain students who wish to attend whilst maintaining the “gate”
to the Academic Program. This maintains the integrity of the ELC programs by
helping to provide a more homogenous group of students for the higher levels. It also
gives all concerned options other than dismissal or promotion when inadequate ability
in the language is demonstrated.
2. It provides a service to the students at the ELC by providing an opportunity to learn in
a more individualized environment, and a second chance at entrance to the Academic
Program. This extra service creates a more robust curriculum for the ELC, as it caters
to more individual student needs.
3. It does not run at a loss. Student numbers have been above the break-even point both
semesters the course has run, and past student numbers indicate it is also likely to
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function this way in the future. Utilizing interns in the lab hour contributes to cost
effectiveness while providing valuable experience for the interns and students.
Outcomes for the Interns
1. Using undergraduate interns at the ELC was initiated in the Foundations Prep
Program. Because that process was so effective, it was adapted and used in the
Academic Prep Program with graduate students. Whilst teaching the whole class
proved to be overwhelming for the class requirement, the interns involved in the
program during winter semester enjoyed the experience and felt that they profited
greatly from it despite the extra effort involved. The program activities and
opportunities have been changed slightly and are different from the original design;
however, there are still opportunities for interns to work with students in a classroom
setting as teaching assistants or in a tutoring setting and as such presents a valuable
opportunity.
2. This semester the GAP Program has expanded and begun using interns from the
undergraduate program. Currently an undergraduate intern is functioning as the
intern for the lab hour and has prepared mini lessons, worked with the students in one
on one tutoring sessions, and performed personal interviews. She has functioned
extremely well, and more interns could easily be used as additional tutors or
facilitators when available.
Suggestions for the Future
As is common during and after implementation, changes have already been made
in the program to better serve the needs of the students. Some of those include:
1. Clearer guidelines for the Reading class
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2. A paid teacher for the Listening/Speaking class
3. More regular scored writings for the Writing/Grammar class
4. A course-wide vocabulary testing program
5. More structured LLP reporting
Whilst these changes have improved the program for the students, there is more
that could be done. The current course-wide vocabulary program has been developed
using the NorthStar 2 series, but it could also benefit from a regular spaced repetition
program as is currently used in the Academic Program.
The LLP class has been improved using better prepared resources and ideas for
the students to develop their plans from. However, if the LLP class had more interns who
could function as tutors, the students would be able to have much more individualized
help with their weak areas. The undergraduate TESOL interns have provided a
wonderful tutor/intern as a resource this semester. That usage could be expanded to
provide more opportunities for interns to come in and work with individual students.
Conclusions
Considering the effort and expense that has gone into this project, it is important
to consider if this Academic Prep course is worthwhile and effective in achieving its
aims. The GAP course has provided a number of benefits that suggest that it has been a
worthwhile investment for all concerned, and will continue to be so in the future.
The Academic Prep class functions well as an opportunity for students who have
not passed their exams. It strengthens the Academic Program of the ELC by reinforcing
the requirement for a specific skill level, while still allowing students more time and an
individual focus to help them improve. In addition, it strengthens the overall ELC
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curriculum by providing a valuable service to a select group of students that would
otherwise be turned away to another school. Moreover, the students’ results have
suggested that they are indeed improving and developing well as a result of the training
they receive in the GAP course, thus providing another validation of the program’s value.
Thus far the program has run within the acceptable budget range, even with three
qualified teachers, and it should continue to do so in the future if the current trend
continues. Thus far, students have generally felt very happy with the level of
individualized service that they get, and are generally satisfied that the instruction that
they receive is helping them to improve their language skills, especially their weak points
(See Appendix G). This suggests that the GAP course provides income for the ELC as
well as a valuable service for its clients.
Part of the function of the ELC is as a lab school for trainee teachers, and the
GAP course provides more diverse opportunities for the ELC lab school teachers and
valid options for tutors, both graduate and undergraduate, to learn through practical
experience with students.
As mentioned previously, the ELC functions as a lab school, providing teaching
experience and other research opportunities for students associated with the school. This
project has been one of the greatest learning experiences of my career. My career
teaching English has provided many opportunities for learning on the job; however, this
has been one of the best experiences I have ever had. I have been able to work relatively
autonomously, but with the greatest backup and assistance I could ask for. The
environment that I have worked in has been exactly what I have tried to replicate for my
students in the GAP Program. I have been able to learn in a completely scaffolded
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environment whereby I have been able to, with assistance, produce a product of which I
am proud, and which I firmly believe is a valuable service to the students at the ELC.
This GAP curriculum may provide a starting point for future projects in addition
to providing a framework for other curriculum development that will be done at the ELC.
Therefore, while the course has proved to be very useful thus far, it will also provide the
possibility of future research and projects that will also be a benefit to the ELC and those
students and teachers who participate.
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Appendix A - General Academic Preparation Goals and Objectives

Goals and Objectives GAP Program
Listening and Speaking class
Course Goal
Students in the GAP Program will develop the necessary listening and speaking skills to
transition to the Academic A course.
Objectives
1. Students will be introduced to specially chosen vocabulary (currently from the
NorthStar 2 textbook) and required to memorize and know how to use this
vocabulary. Students will be encouraged to use this vocabulary in their
Thursday presentations (See separate Appendix for this list).
2. Students will use computer programs or other material designed to help them
improve in their specific areas of need.
3. Students will participate in class activities following the outline of the
textbook, and will participate in practice of the skills of listening and
speaking. Because of the design of the placement tests, it will generally be
appropriate to place more emphasis on the speaking element of the class if
there is a lack of time.
4. Students will participate in speaking presentations every Thursday.
5. Students will practice academic listening by taking notes on short academic
lectures, which they will be required to organize and summarize in their
writing class.
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Details
2. Students will use the computer lab to complete their video journals, which focus on
the vocabulary from the course, and provide students with the opportunity to practice
speaking in front of a computer. Students can also use the computer to work on the
vocabulary component of the course.
2.1. Currently a Google Doc worksheet has been developed that is shared between the
students. This has the advantage of reducing the workload for each individual
student while still providing a good resource for learning. This worksheet
requires students to find definitions, find examples of the word used in a
sentence, find neighboring words (collocates), and synonyms.
2.2. A set of vocabulary tests come with the textbook. These have been used for the
vocabulary tests which the students have after the unit has been presented.
Alternatively teachers could make up their own tests for the vocabulary words.
4. The presentation day for the L/S class, for example:
4.1. A variety of “presentations” could be used. The main idea for all presentations
being that the students will take what they have been learning and practice it.
They should be encouraged to include the vocabulary from the weekly lists in
their presentations. For most of the presentations the students should be repeating
their presentation multiple times (at least 2-3) for different classmates. They
should also be required to do something after listening to the presentations. This
could be as simple as filling in a question sheet about their classmates’
presentations, or as complex as taking notes and writing a report on one of their
classmates’ presentations. Some examples of presentations could be:
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4.1.1. A recent news article/story/book they have read or listened to on a theme.
The students will listen to or read a news article about a topic. Then the
students will share the main ideas from the story/article that they listened to
or read. Part of the preparation will involve the students taking notes,
making an outline, and practicing pronunciation if necessary. The students
will then tell their classmates about the story that they read. They could
incorporate pictures if the topic or story fits this. The theme could be similar
for all students and have discussion questions afterwards, or it could be
completely different of the student’s choice, and they just share with each
other what they learned. The general concept here is multiple repetitions of
the same thing to reinforce the vocabulary, grammar and fluency of the
students.
4.1.2. Role play – simulation activities where the students have to find out
information or perform a task, then they report (in written or verbal form) to
their teacher, or classmates.
4.1.3. Results of a small group discussion or case study they have reviewed
about how to solve a problem – this will involve participating in the group
discussion task and reporting their results to the rest of the class in the last
20 minutes.
4.1.4. A task that they have been assigned from the book to present to their
classmates. For example, one of the units is an advertising unit, and the
students could be required to make an ad (role play, poster, etc) and then
present it to their classmates
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4.1.5. Short activities (approx 15 minutes) the students have prepared that
practice a strategy, vocabulary, or other point, to be done with their
classmates. This is quite an involved activity, but very helpful for students to
practice what they are learning.
4.2. These presentations should be coordinated with the lead teacher so that the
grammar necessary and writing skills necessary to report on the presentations
have been covered in the writing/grammar class before the presentation.
5. This section could be accomplished by having the students take notes during their
presentations, and then used in the writing class through writing a summary. It is also
possible to have the writing teacher cover this requirement.

Reading class
Course Goal
Students in the GAP Program will develop the necessary reading skills to transition to the
Academic A course.
Objectives
1. Students will be required to read 400,000 words of text during the course of the
semester.
2. Students will track and improve their reading rate. The students will aim to begin at
175 wpm and progress to 200 wpm by semesters end.
3. Student will be introduced to vocabulary words and required to memorize and know
how to use them.
Details
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1.1. Students should read 100,000 of their total in focused reading in class. Students
will participate in focused reading from the textbook. The current class is using
the reading half of a combined textbook (NorthStar 2 Reading and Writing).
1.2. Students will participate in an extensive reading program. They should read
approximately 300,000 words over the course of the semester, with a ratio of
approximately 2 to 1 expository to narrative.
1.3. The reading will be supplemented with “News For You” newspaper that should
be used weekly to push students to more academic use. It has been suggested that
the “News For You” paper is a little easy for students in Academic A, so the
GAP teacher may need to supplement the material in the paper with other more
authentic materials on a regular basis if students are not being challenged.
1.4. Additional books will need to be chosen for the students to use. These could
come from the online resources available to teachers, or requiring the students to
buy books, or even borrowing from the library. The teacher should keep in mind
the academic nature of the course and choose material appropriate to the course
structure.
2. Students will track and improve their reading rate.
2.1. A particular textbook should be chosen to regularly check the students reading
rate. The students should be encouraged to begin at 175 wpm and progress to 200
wpm by the end of the semester. (The current class uses More Reading Power).
3. Students will be introduced to the vocabulary from the lists in the readings from the
textbook. Students can also use the computer to work on the vocabulary component
of the course.
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3.1. Currently a Google Doc worksheet has been developed that is shared between the
students. This has the advantage of reducing the workload for each individual
student while still providing a good resource for learning. This worksheet
requires students to find definitions, find examples of the word used in a
sentence, find neighboring words (collocates), and synonyms.
3.2. A set of vocabulary tests come with the textbook. These have been used for the
vocabulary tests which the students have after the unit has been presented.
Alternatively teachers could make up their own tests for the vocabulary words.

Writing/Grammar class
Course Goal
Students in the GAP Program will develop the necessary writing skills to transition to the
Academic A course. The grammar they focus on will be related to mistakes in their
written work.
Objectives
1. Students will be required to write multiple (minimum 1 per week) short papers (100150 words) that will be corrected to an acceptable level by the students using
feedback from the teacher.
2. Students will write approximately 6 30-minute essays over the course of the semester.
3. Students will write approximately 6 5-minute picture descriptions over the course of
the semester.
4. Student will be introduced to vocabulary words and required to memorize and know
how to use them. Students will also take note of their more basic vocabulary and find
replacement academic vocabulary for these words.
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5. Students will write a Metacognitive journal approximately once a week, which
focuses on what is working well/not working well for the students in their learning.
Details
1. Students will be required to write multiple (minimum 1 per week) short papers (100150 words) that will be corrected to an acceptable level by the students using
feedback from the teacher.
1.1. The focus of these short passages should be organization and grammar, which
students will attempt to use in context. The content of the passages will be related
to students reading or listening and speaking activities.
1.2. Alternatively low level students will do a “ten perfect sentences” activity with
the same focus as above, but without the worry of focusing on flow and
organization.
1.3. Students could also be required to “write diamonds” instead of or as well as
regular paragraphs in order to push the students to produce more varied and
academic style language.
1.4. Students should receive feedback in the form of correction symbols, which they
then work through and correct themselves. These mistakes should be recorded by
category on a separate list followed by the corrections so that the students have a
list of common errors that they make.
1.5. Students should have the opportunity to write in several different styles over the
course of the semester. The current textbook gives students the opportunity to
produce a brochure, flyer, and weblog as part of the unit writings.
2. Students will write approximately 6 30-minute essays over the course of the semester.
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2.1. These 30-minute essays are to help students to practice writing longer pieces of
work, practice for the LATs, and gain experience with self-revision. The current
worksheet requires students to analyze their own writing, revise it, and then have
a native speaker analyze it and revise it again. The final piece is handed in after
these revisions and the grade is given on the final piece. This is more realistic in
terms of academic writing, and allows the students to gain a better score through
diligent effort.
3. Students will write approximately 6 5-minute picture descriptions over the course of
the semester.
3.1. This activity models the writing the students have to do on their end of term
LATs, and is a good paragraph length piece. Students should be encouraged to
use a variety of sentence types, academic, descriptive vocabulary, and when
appropriate language from the current unit. Teachers can choose these pictures to
relate to the current unit theme, or just randomly.
4. Student will be introduced to vocabulary words and required to memorize and know
how to use them.
4.1. Currently a Google Doc worksheet has been developed that is shared between the
students. This has the advantage of reducing the workload for each individual
student while still providing a good resource for learning. This worksheet
requires students to find definitions, find examples of the word used in a
sentence, find neighboring words (collocates), and synonyms.
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4.2. A set of vocabulary tests come with the textbook. These have been used for the
vocabulary tests which the students have after the unit has been presented.
Alternatively teachers could make up their own tests for the vocabulary words.

LLP class
Course Goal
Students in the GAP Program will develop the necessary skills to transition to the
Academic A course through focusing on their weakest skill areas. The students will also
develop a more autonomous approach to their language development.
Objectives
1. Students will develop an LLP to address their weak areas.
2. Students will work on the goals that they set in their LLP during the lab hour.
Details
1. Students will develop an LLP to address their weak areas.
1.1. The LLP class will be covered by the lead teacher and interns. It will involve

multiple student interviews where students will work to construct a language
learning plan. In order to develop this language learning plan the teacher and
student will look at the student’s past performance on tests and in class and their
weak areas. They will then negotiate a plan to help the student achieve better
balance in their English skills. It is also possible the interns could run the LLP
Program, with each intern having approximately a certain number of students
that they are responsible for. However, depending on the situation, the lead teacher
should be responsible for the development of the LLP.
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1.2. The LLP should include specific goals that can be measured and assessed, and also set in
writing the specific actions that will be taken to achieve that goal.
2. Students will work on the goals that they set in their LLP during the lab hour.
2.1. 11:45-12:45 Lab/self study time will be supervised by interns (or a tutor). Students will
create an approved study plan for which the intern will create a reporting system that
checks the students are working as they have planned to. The intern will also work with
the students to help maintain motivation and guide Metacognitive learning (help students
to recognize what strategies they are using, and what is working for them etc).
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Appendix B - Student Results
Table 1 shows the initial placement scores for 13 students in the GAP Program Winter
2010
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Listening
grade
High Pass
High Pass
Honors
Honors
Honors
High Pass
High Pass
Honors
Honors
NI
High Pass
Honors
Honors

Listening
level
4.5
4.5
5
5
5
4.5
4.5
5
5
3.5
4.5
5
5

Reading
grade
Pass
High Pass
High Pass
Pass
High Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
High Pass
Pass

Reading
level
4
4.5
4.5
4
4.5
4
3
4
4
1.5
4
4.5
4

Writing
grade
Fail
Fail
Fail
NI
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail

Writing
level
2.5
3
3
3.5
3
2.5
2
2.5
3
2.5
2.5
2.5
3

Speaking
grade
Fail
Fail
Fail
NI
Fail
Fail
Fail
NI
NI
Fail
Fail
Fail
Fail

Speaking
level
3
2.5
3
3.5
3
2
2
3.5
3.5
3
2
3
2

NI = Needs Improvement
Table 2 shows the final LAT scores for 13 students in the GAP Program Winter 2010
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Listening
grade
Honors
Honors
Honors
Honors
High Pass
Honors
Honors
High Pass
Honors
NI
High Pass
Honors
High Pass

Listening
level
6
5
5
6.5
4.5
5
5
4.5
5
3.5
4.5
5
4.5

NI = Needs Improvement

Reading
grade
High Pass
High Pass
Fail
High Pass
High Pass
High Pass
High Pass
NI
High Pass
Fail
High Pass
Honors
High Pass

Reading
level
4.5
4.5
3
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
3.5
4.5
2
4.5
5
4.5

Writing
grade
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
NI
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
NI
NI
Pass
Pass

Writing
level
3
4
4
4
3.5
4
4
4
4
3.5
3.5
4
4

Speaking
grade
Pass
NI
Pass
NI
Fail
NI
Pass
Fail
Pass
Fail
Fail
Pass
Fail

Speaking
level
4
3.5
4
3.5
2
3.5
4
2.5
4
2.5
2.5
4
3
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Appendix C - Interns exit report
This is the exit questionnaire with answers from the two interns who taught the
Listening Speaking class. The questionnaire was completed by the Intern 2, and then
forwarded to Intern 1 to complete.
(Intern 1)
Well at the beginning I just want to preface all of my remarks by a few things. I agree
with everything that Intern 2 has said; we’ve discussed these same points at several times
during the semester. I also want to say that this whole semester has been a positive
experience for both of us. There have been challenges and difficulties but we’ve been
able to get by this semester. There are a few reasons why I think that we have been able
to manage this semester and our success would not be repeated by future interns.
A. Intern 2 and I both completed the TESOL minor and have background in
some of the things that our classmates learned for the first time during the
semester. Also because of the TESOL minor we both completed an internship
already and had teaching experience as a result of that. However many
students TESOL minor internship is tutoring or teacher’s assistantship that
doesn’t include teaching opportunities.
B. Intern 2 and I were able to handle the workload because we worked together.
One person as an intern either undergraduate or graduate would not be able to,
it would be too much new things to handle at once for a new teacher.
C. Intern 2 and I were able to make it through the semester because of some
specifics about us and our situation. 1. Intern 2 works in the computer lab and
was able to do much work for the class, answer questions for students and set
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things up for our class while he was there. 2. I have 2 years of teaching
experience and was able to create a variety of activities for us to do based on
past experience.
D. In no way am I trying to suggest that we are better than other students and that
they’re not good enough to be able to handle what we did. I’m only trying to
suggest that the situation was manageable this semester because of
circumstances particular to us and I don’t think it would be wise to repeat.
Below include some of my comments in addition to Intern 2’s.
Intern 2
1. What have been some of the difficulties associated with teaching the class?

a. Starting essentially from scratch. While we appreciated the course objectives
that were outlined we had to put quite a bit of development into teaching
materials and a sequence of activities that brought the objectives into a daily
teachable form. Ditto. We had no idea what direction to go with the class at the
beginning and it developed as we went along. We made goals but we didn’t
really have a framework for them because neither one of us had taught a class at
the ELC before or in an IEP before.
b. Feedback. Arguably our fault, the course activities that we designed required a
fairly high level of feedback that wasn’t sustainable. Thankfully we were able to
retool through the semester to bring it down to a more manageable level that
remained fair and helpful to the students. Also part of this problem was a lack of
frame of reference. Because we were inexperienced at the beginning of the
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semester we began to get burned out giving so much feedback to help our
students it became unreasonable, but that’s because at the beginning of the
semester we didn’t know what to expect.
c. Finding time to meet the course objectives. As I think any listening/speaking
teacher will agree, they are dealing with two very critical and weighty skills and
finding time to adequately and equitably address both is challenging. Throw in
the objective of developing student’s vocabulary competence, arguably a
worthy skill of its own, and we never had enough time to do all that we wanted.
Yes, unfortunately the students didn’t learn very much about strategies, we did a
little, but we didn’t really have time. We devoted one day to each of these
skills: Listening, speaking, vocabulary, pronunciation. That gave us one day per
class for a whole unit’s worth of material on those topics, and that was really
hard to cover everything.
d. Balancing production and instruction. We erred on the side of production and I
think it was to the benefit of our students and the right call to make but there
were times that we wished we had more time to really talk about what we were
doing, why we were doing it and what they could do better in the future. I think
that the students appreciated the focus on production, I think it’s what they
lacked in other classes and ultimately it became our saving grace. It was enough
to keep our heads above water with keeping the class running.
e. Classroom management: I’ll address the demands and pressures of classroom
management below and to their credit, our students were generally far better
than we anticipated before the class began. However classroom management
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demanded more than I had anticipated. I also think that as credibility for the
class increases with it being seen as ‘established’ student rapport will be easier
to initiate and maintain. Ok so first day of class students asked both Intern 2 and
I how long we had taught at the ELC, wanting to make sure that their teachers
were reputable in a class they felt they were too good for. Intern 2 at least could
say without lying that he had worked at the ELC for a long time and left it at
that. I said I had taught for two years in Provo, generically, though not at the
ELC, which is true. Thankfully that was good enough, but credibility is a big
issue in the future. They also wanted to know why there were two teachers, why
our names weren’t on the class, and other things. We were able to fudge by, but
I don’t know if future interns would be able to. Also classroom management
issues were hard, it was hard to have students leave the ELC, and have students
who mentally weren’t ever in class at all.
f. Intern 2 didn’t mention it, but I think he will agree when I say that one of the
hardest part of the semester was having to deal with grades and making tests
and grading them, and keeping up with grading everything because the students
were all so new too it.
g. It was also hard for me to get used to the ELC system . They really do have a
whole system of things and way of doing things. I didn’t really get a transition
period like the other 612 students but I was lucky that Intern 2 always knew
what to do.

2. What have been some of the highlights associated with teaching the class?
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a. The Students: We saw several students who were really benefited from and
engaged themselves in the course. It was rewarding to see their efforts and
progress. The class developed a very healthy dynamic between students
themselves and the students and us, and I think the students are leaving the
class, with few exceptions, very satisfied with what they accomplished and
much more confident in their abilities. I agree, there were some students who
really took what we gave them and ran with it. It was fun to be with them and
see some of them progress.
b. Seeing the course evolve: Many of the difficulties listed above had a very
positive element attached. While initially, the barebones structure of the
course was intimidating, it ended up being fun to see it take shape and be
involved in its evolution. It was fun to be creative and think of new ways we
could help our students grow.
c. Production: We got to see our students produce a lot of meaningful language.
We know that none of our students would say that they didn’t get enough time
to practice the language. And I think they are leaving with a lot more of the
skills necessary to become more autonomous learners than they had before the
semester began. I think going a long with this one highlight of the class was
the consistent pattern we had all semester. Students knew what we were going
to do on certain days to focus, that they would be producing speech each week
and some of them tried really hard to use all of their vocabulary words in their
presentations. I think the way we set up the course was a highlight.
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d. Collaboration: Intern 1 and I worked really well together. I think we had
mutual confidence and respect for each other’s classroom experience and
expertise. We were able to collaborate well throughout the semester and
compliment each other’s strengths and weaknesses. Agreed, being able to
work with Intern 2 and bounce ideas off each other was really helpful and a
big highlight I enjoyed teaching with him a lot.

3. How would you evaluate this as an internship for Ling 612?

The internship was a rewarding experience. Although I did feel that I benefitted from the
internship as it was arranged and admittedly I don’t have any personal experience in the
other internship arrangements on which to make a completely objective comparison,
taking Intern 1 and myself out of the equation, there are several reasons why I would not
recommend that the class be used as a substitute for the current internships in 612.

First and while it should become less this way as the course is more established, the
experience was more comprehensive than is reasonable to expect from most students at
this point in their graduate studies. In addition to teaching without a model, there was
significant investment in materials development for the class, assessment development
and execution, and classroom management that would likely be far beyond the scope of
experience of future 612 participants. While Intern 1 and I met these challenges, I don’t
think it would reasonable to bank on finding similar candidates in the future.
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Similarly, as I understood it the purpose of the 612 internship is to really focus on the
processes of teaching and really refining one’s teaching skills through a practical yet
sheltered experience. While the internship did allow us a lot of practical teaching
experience, it was again so comprehensive in nature that really putting the focus solely on
myself as a teacher and the teaching of the class wasn’t possible because of the necessary
demands in keeping the course functioning. I feel like the internship is meant to be more
reflective than was possible in such an unrelenting teaching arrangement.

Also as will be addressed, students in the GAP class deserve a course that remains
institutionally cohesive with all other courses taught at the ELC. Having been here for
atleast a semester, GAP students bring with them considerable expectations for their
teachers and putting a teacher that is clearly foreign to the way things are done at the
ELC is a recipe for losing face validity to the students. Luckily, having had significant
exposure to the way the ELC functions and what students would expect, I was able to
feign a level of experience that was satisfactory. Intern 1 and I knew that from day one
we were going to be on trial with the students and that given the chance there would be
students that would exploit any apparent weakness as foul or unfair.

From my observations of the rest of the 612 students, Intern 1 and I had a significantly
greater amount of independence. We took this as a compliment and felt deserving of such
confidence but I do feel that we could have benefited from more of the network of
support that is built into the other 612 internship arrangements. Where the other students
were developing under an experienced teacher, we were flying solo (albeit in tandem).
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Where the other students had an incubation period to observe and ease into the teaching
context we had a baptism by fire. Where others were working daily with their mentoring
teacher who could make micro-corrections if needed we knew that the buck stopped with
us. Even accounting for the fact that Teresa was always available, very responsive and
helpful in her suggestions and admittedly while I don’t feel like we ever strayed too far,
there wasn’t a system of checks in place that could prevent that in the future.

Further, the experience slightly alienated us from the rest of our cohort. Because our
experience was atypical in its demands and expectations from that of our peers it was
difficult not to feel separate from the group as they were able to collaborate through the
different phases of their internships.

Lastly the imbalance of time and investment in keeping the quality of the class in
congruence with the other courses at the ELC demanded more than I feel is reasonable
for the 612 internship. Not only did we have an additional 10 days of instruction at the
end of the semester beyond that of any other intern. We began full instruction from day
one, had classroom requirements that brought us in five days a week. Combine this with
the other aspects of classroom management and we far exceeded the investment with
questionable benefits to that of our peers.

I started off at the beginning with a few comments about why I think it would not
be a good idea to do this again, but let me reiterate what Intern 2 has said and emphasize
a few of the points.
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The point of the 612 internship from my understanding is to build our confidence
teaching in a structured environment so that we can focus on our teaching and put into
practice the things learned in 610 and 611. I did not feel like I had an equivalent
experience to my classmates. While I enjoyed my experience, I did not get to watch an
experienced teacher work with a class for half of a semester and see how he or she
handled problems, grades, lesson planning etc. I also was not observed on a daily basis by
an experienced teacher to be able to rate my progress. I did not get to teach a community
class and have that experience of teaching outside of an academic context and to nontraditional students. I also felt like I spent so much time on other things and that we had
so much to teach there weren’t many times I got to focus on teaching and how to teach
and create new lesson plans. This is in addition to Intern 2’s comments of additional
days, investment of time and isolation from our classmates and their experiences.
But more than anything else I feel like the students in this class are paying tuition
like other students and deserve a teacher who can give them full attention, with full prep
time and the full experience. They need a teacher who is highly skilled and knows what
they’re doing because all of their needs are so different, only a skilled teacher will be able
to help individuals find the root of their problems and improve, while still working with
the class as a whole. I think it would be very difficult for other new and experienced
teachers to know what their needs are and help them. Intern 2 and I probably didn’t do as
well with this, but we did the best that we knew how.

4. If you were paid a stipend for the extra time that you put into the class, would it make
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it more worthwhile?

Worthwhile? I put the time and energy into it that I did because I wanted to do a good job
and help the students, I would that either way. So I’m not sure what you mean, would I
be happier of course. Would I change things? No, I did my best. BUT I think that any
teacher who teaches a full course like other teachers should be paid. This class was a big
time investment and I think it will be every semester because the needs will change. The
teacher needs to create the course or at least adapt it to each group of students.

I don’t think it’s reasonable to NOT pay the teacher for the course for several reasons.
First the class was full of tuition paying students, who deserve a paid professional
teacher. While I don’t think our students were shortchanged this semester I think they
would be both shocked and bothered to know that we weren’t being paid for our time. I
agree.

Second, I think the class demands a level of professionalism and expertise that is not
reasonable to expect from a single volunteer and I don’t think the course would be
replicable without significant detriment if moved to a multiple intern structure.

Third, while I can see that as some of the development time required this semester
shouldn’t be necessary in future semesters, the course as we designed it required
significant time beyond just lesson preparation and execution. Having been a volunteer
teacher in multiple contexts, I understand that it’s easy to rationalize the time given when
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preparing for your lessons and actually teaching, but the position demanded far more than
this. Adding to the instruction time just as much time to give feedback on student work
and attention to classroom management necessary to keep the course functioning
becomes a difficult daily commitment to make as an unpaid intern.

5. How would you change the curriculum to improve the course?

a. Identify specific strategies that should be addressed in instruction and course
activities. One reason why the course didn’t have the strategic emphasis that I
think was intended was because we didn’t have clear strategy objectives.
b. Redistribute and canonize the vocabulary component for the course across the
other skill areas.
c. Stronger collaboration between the components. While we felt connected to the
writing class and I was able to have contact with what the students were doing
in the lab hour. The reading component at the class was rogue. I think with more
collaboration between the components there would be a synergy to the course
that was lacking. Also because it’s a single class track, the teachers involved
miss out on sharing ideas within their skill level like a multiple class track
would provide.
d. Establish a clearer description of the amount of out of class work that we should
expect of the students. I feel like we found a good balance but we could have
done more and freed up time in class hours by giving more out of class work.
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e. Look at assessment for the course and make sure that we have measurable
objectives that can be taught in a single semester and that we have the
measurement necessary to evaluate whether or not we are doing our part to help
students meet them.
f. Define what the level tests are clearly so students know at the beginning of the
class what they need to achieve to pass the class.

6. What are some things you have learned from this experience?

a. Whole Instruction Perspective: I learned that among the considerations necessary
to make any instruction meaningful you need to look at what needs to be done
before and after and not just during instruction.
b. You can lead a horse to water but you can’t make him drink.
c. Students are interested in themselves and those around them more than anything
else. Motivating students is much easier when they feel drawn into the content.
d. Set your expectations high and make them extremely visible for your students.
Those who are going to clear the bar will clear it no matter how high it’s set as
long as they can see it, those who won’t wouldn’t regardless of low it is.
e. Students engage most when they have a clear idea of what is expected of them. I
think subsequent semesters of the GAP course will only get easier as we have a
body of produced work to show students what is expected and can validate our
performance as instructors through objective assessments.
f. Students perform well with consistency and knowing what is expected of them.
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g. Needs assessments cannot be completely based off of level tests, that as teachers
we had to adjust to the needs of the students some of which were different than
what we thought.
h. Students need to learn to incorporate their English into the community to build
confidence and bring humility.
i. Students sometimes don’t have a good sense of their language ability and tend to
overestimate themselves.
j. It’s hard to be a good teacher and focus on how to teach when you’re just trying
to get the class to run with tests, projects, homework, grades etc. and planning
what to do the next few days.

7. Is there any advice that you would give to interns/teachers who will teach this course
in the future?

a. I have no advice for interns because I don’t think the class should be left to
interns. The only place that I think they could be used again successfully would
be during the self-study hour. Beyond that I think I’ve made my stance pretty
clear.
b. For future teachers, I’ve got loads of advice on what has worked well or what
hasn’t and I’m thankful I’ll have more time to really crystallize it into a product
that would be valuable to the next instructor.
c. Yes I have a detailed file of things we’ve done and what’s worked well and what
needs improvement with details of how I would improve the activities we did. But
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that’s only for this class and if the teacher chooses to model future classes after
the pattern we made. Our class was tailored to our needs.

8. Is there anything you would like the head teacher/supervisor to do differently that
would help you?

All along the way we’ve clearly understood that we were all learning together and doing
the best that we knew how. Given the constraints of our situation and the evolution of
this experiment, we have no complaints and many compliments. We’ve appreciated the
confidence and support given. The foundation of the course is solid and it’s been well
executed. There is no reason to anticipate anything other than continued success. I agree
with Intern 2 that there is so much that went well this semester and that we understand it
was a hard situation for everyone involved. I think that for the 612 experience it would
have been nice to have more feedback on our teaching but beside that its been great.

9. Is there anything else you would like to comment on?

Thank you for the opportunity to work with this class this semester it’s been fun.
My fingers hurt and I’ve probably said enough.
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Appendix D - Student Questionnaires
Questionnaire 1
Name:______________________
Questionnaire for GAP students
1. How long have you been learning English?
2. Describe your previous language learning experience. Did you learn in a classroom, from
friends, on a mission etc. Tell us about your experience; for example, what did you do in
the classroom?
3. Why are you learning English now?
4. What are your goals for the next 5 years?
5. What are your weaknesses in English? What do you find difficult in English?
6. How do you like to learn English?
7. What activities have you done in the past that have helped you improve your English the
most?
8. Are there any other activities you think would work well to help you learn English?
9. How much do you speak English outside of the classroom? How much contact do you
have with native speakers? Are your roommates native speakers?
10. Do you have a job here? If yes, what do you do?

Please write a letter introducing yourself to your teachers.
Please make sure you talk about:
•

Your family

•

Your hobbies/interests

•

Your past schooling or work

•

What you plan to do for a job in the future
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•

Your reasons for coming to study in the USA

•

What you hope to achieve in this class

Questionnaire 2
Questions for students to think about when designing a Language Learning Plan (LLP)
•

What are my reasons for learning English (goals for the future)?

•

What is preventing me from achieving those goals right now? What are my weak areas
that are slowing my improvement?

•

Which area is most important for me to improve at the moment?

•

What have I done in the past that has helped me to improve my English?

•

What types of things can I do now that will help me to improve my weak areas?

•

How can I adapt/use easy things in my main classes to help me to improve?

•

What specific goals can I set to improve my English in these areas?

•

Are my goals realistic for the length of the course? Do I have enough time? Is the level
appropriate?

•

How can I measure if I have achieved the goals?

•

Who will I report to?

•

How can I maintain motivation during the course? Can I make the tasks more authentic,
fun?

•

What opportunities do I have to use the skills I am learning outside of the classroom
setting?

•

How can I take advantage of those opportunities better?

Appendix E - Scope and Sequence NorthStar 2 – Listening and Speaking
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Appendix F - Scope and Sequence NorthStar 2 – Reading and Writing
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Appendix F - Course-wide Wordlist
Wordlist used course-wide taken from NorthStar 2 Listening and Speaking, and
NorthStar 2 Reading and Writing.

NorthStar Vocabulary for Academic Prep class
Vocabulary – Unit 1
1. Ads

16. guide

2. hire

17. assembler

3. ideal

18. factory

4. manager

19. insurance policy

5. postings

20. taste buds

6. out of work

21. creative

7. rewards

22. contestants

8. specific

23. host

9. training

24. work for myself

10. run your own business

25. workaholic

11. salary

26. career

12. listing

27. good communicator

13. workplace

28. workshop

14. number of job openings

29. skills

15. offbeat

30. counselor

Vocabulary - Unit 2
1. Compulsory

3. Responsibility

2. compel

4. Dependent
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5. Raise crops

18. condominiums

6. sunrise

19. suburbs

7. courage

20. urban

8. convenient

21. typical

9. designed

22. dependent

10. stuck in traffic

23. crops

11. sense of community

24. raise crops, animals or children

12. isolated

25. responsibility

13. public

26. fields

14. transportation

27. details

15. crowded

28. barn

16. an out of the way place

29. woods

17. on my way

30. Theater

Vocabulary - Unit 3
1. valuable

12. to be worth

2. earn

13. owe

3. exchange – verb

14. bill – note + something owed

4. represent - verb

15. counterfeiter

5. provide

16. prevent

6. network – noun and verb

17. illegal

7. service – noun and verb

18. printing press

8. necessity

19. fake

9. bargain – verb and noun

20. scanner

10. pay an arm and a leg

21. imitation

11. get a good deal / get a bargain

22. pirate – verb
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23. detect – verb

27. equipment

24. logo

28. bartering

25. professional

29. goods

26. technology

30. services

Vocabulary – Unit 4
1. prison

17. Offender

2. guilty (found guilty)

18. Damage(s) Noun + verb

3. crime

19. Community (members of the

4. commit (a crime)

community)

5. DNA

20. Apologize

6. Evidence

21. Hurt

7. Victim

22. Heal

8. Arrest

23. Forgive

9. Prove (their innocence)

24. Responsible for something

10. Eyewitness

25. Break into (break and enter)

11. Crime scene

26. Make peace

12. Criminal

27. justice

13. Mistaken identity

28. compensation

14. False confession

29. burglary

15. Police misconduct

30. convince

16. Review (evidence, board)

Vocabulary – Unit 5
1. manners

4. respect

2. courteous

5. complain

3. treat

6. rude
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7. take something personally

19. whisper

8. rely on

20. passengers

9. block

21. tissue

10. pole

22. litter

11. enforce

23. polite

12. blow your nose

24. wait your turn

13. subway

25. greet

14. make eye contact

26. tip

15. sneeze

27. exception

16. civilized

28. against the rules

17. unpleasant

29. follow the rules

18. suggestion

30. parallel

Vocabulary – Unit 6
1. adventure

13. childish

2. fantasy

14. take someone/something seriously

3. explore

15. complex

4. puzzles

16. figure out

5. violent

17. digital

6. get addicted to

18. pattern

7. coordination

19. entertainment

8. check out

20. simulation

9. educational

21. bad habit

10. challenging

22. blame

11. serious

23. situation

12. survival

24. opponents
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25. take turns

28. a review

26. characters (noun)

29. brainstorming

27. debate

30. dice

Vocabulary – Unit 7
1. insects

16. miserable

2. chemicals

17. calm

3. be concerned about

18. pollute

4. old-fashioned

19. gasoline

5. weeds

20. organic

6. pick

21. seasoned

7. be worth it

22. out of season

8. produce (noun + verb)

23. in season

9. poison

24. ripe

10. cancer

25. bland

11. fresh

26. year round

12. irritable

27. hybrid

13. nervous

28. local

14. upbeat

29. brochure

15. energetic

30. solution

Vocabulary – Unit 8
1. appreciate

6. border

2. arrange

7. ferry

3. climate

8. complicated

4. pollution

9. coast

5. global warming

10. schedules
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11. round-trip

21. tour

12. set an example

22. backpacking

13. adventurous

23. on a shoestring

14. wilderness

24. youth hostels

15. freezing

25. budget

16. lodging

26. experience

17. sights

27. comfortable

18. tourists

28. book tickets

19. guest

29. destination

20. inns

30. fares

Vocabulary – Unit 9
1. blood

15. antibiotics

2. cure

16. shots

3. fever

17. side effects

4. flow

18. terrible

5. patients

19. diet

6. popular

20. calories

7. saliva

21. fattening

8. sore throat

22. remedy

9. swollen/swelling

23. natural

10. treat

24. herbs

11. veins

25. physically active

12. pus

26. insomnia

13. anesthetic

27. quick fix

14. illness

28. risk factor
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29. obesity

30. alert

Vocabulary – Unit 10
1. survive

16. culture

2. roots

17. official language

3. holy

18. encourage

4. adapt

19. pass down

5. nomadic

20. fluent

6. indigenous

21. dominant

7. ancestors

22. generation

8. unique

23. destroy

9. preserve

24. leaders

10. disappear

25. adopt a custom

11. endangered

26. integrate

12. extinct

27. expect

13. replace

28. doubt

14. bilingual

29. representatives

15. powerful

30. Parliament
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Appendix G – Exit Survey Questions
1. You have developed a personal Language Learning Plan this semester. Please rate the following
items on how important they were to your success with your LLP.
2. What was difficult about doing a LLP? (For example, staying motivated, using time wisely, etc)
3. What could we do to help you be more successful with your LLP? (For example, more guidance,
more tutoring, more specific resources, etc)
4. How effective were the individual classes in helping you with your specific needs?
a. Reading
b. Listening/Speaking
c. Writing/Grammar
5. What suggestions would you offer to improve any of these classes?
6. What time would you like each class to be? Put the classes into the order you would like to attend
them.
1 = the first class of the day (usually 8:15), and 4 = the last class of the day (usually 1 or 1:30).
7. How useful have the following activities in the Writing/Grammar class been to help you improve
your English?
a. writing and correcting paragraphs
b. making an error list
c. writing diamonds
d. grammar lessons
e. 30-minute essay practice
f. picture description practice
g. writing tasks – like flyers and brochures
8. You have kept a journal about your language learning this semester. The purpose was to help you
understand more about yourself as a language learner. Has the journal been helpful to you?
Why/why not?
9. After a full semester, how do you feel overall about your experience in this class?
10. What advice would you give to students in the Academic Prep class next semester? How can they
benefit the most from their experience in this course?

Student responses to question 9
Q9
1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes, a lot! I could learn how to study English by myself.
That was good. I could understand grammar well.
I really liked this class. I could study for my weaknesses.
I like this level and class. Other ELC students think our level is not make sense. however, I
think this level is very good step to go to next level. We can overcome some own weaknesses.
But, Reading HW was a lot, so I wanted to do my personal study more, but I could not.for
example, memorizing some vocabs.
5. In the beginning I was upset to take this class, but today I can realize that it was really helpful
for me because I had great teachers.

